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For any finite set A of positive integers, let EA :=[: # (0, 1): : is irrational, and
every partial quotient in the (infinite) simple continued fraction expansion of : is
an element of A]. For sets A with fewer than two elements, EA is uninteresting. For
|A|2, EA is a kind of Cantor fractal dust, with a Hausdorff dimension (dim EA)
between 0 and 1. This work presents an algorithm which, given a finite set A of
between 2 and N positive integers 2N, determines dim EA to within \2&N using
O(N7) elementary bit operations. There is also a convenient implementation of
the algorithm in Mathematica code, together with a small table and some conjec-
tures.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Given a finite set A of at least two positive integers, let
EA :=[: # (0, 1): : is irrational, and if
:=[0; a1 , a2, a3 , ...]=1(a1+1(a2+1(a3+ } } } ))),
then ai # A for all i1]. (1.1)
It is easily seen that EA has Lebesgue measure zero. Early in the twentieth
century, Hausdorff proposed a yardstick appropriate to the measurement
of such ‘‘fractal dust’’ sets. The Hausdorff dimension of a set ER, dim E,
may be defined by
dim E :=inf[_>0: \=>0 _C, an open cover of E,
for which I # C (radius I )_<=]. (1.2)
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For the classical Cantor middle third set ECantor , it is well known [7] that
in (1.2) there is no loss of generality in restricting attention to certain
canonical open covers. In a canonical open cover Cr of ECantor , there are 2r
intervals, each of length 3&r. Given the assertion above, it is clear that
dim(ECantor)=log 2log 3.
For continued fraction Cantor sets EA , the analogous open covers are
those of the form
Cr= .
v # VA(r)
I (v), (1.3)
where for integers r1,
VA(r) :=[v:[1, 2, ..., r]  A], that is,
v=(v1 , v2 , ..., vr) with all vi # A if v # VA(r) (1.4)
and
for v # VA(r), I(c) :=[x # R: _y, 0<y<1 (1.5)
for which
x=[0; v1 , v2 , ..., vr+y]
=1(v1+1(v2+ } } } +1(vr+y)) ...)].
Given v # VA(r) and y, 0y1, we abbreviate the continued fraction
[0; v1 , v2 , ..., vr+y] to [v+y]. If y=0, we write [v].
Cusick [5, 6] proved that if A=[1, 2, ..., n], dim EA depends only on
the canonical open covers. His proof goes over without difficulty to the
general case of finite sets A. Yet, within a given rth canonical open cover,
the |A| r intervals have diverse, and widely varying, radii, so the evaluation
of dim EA remains no simple matter.
For v # VA :=r1 VA(r), let (v) be the denominator of [v]. For real
s>0, let
*(s, A) :=exp lim
r  
r&1 log :
v # VA(r)
(v) &s. (1.6)
Then according to [5, 6] (which treat the case A=[1, 2, ..., n], but again,
any finite set A of at least two positive integers works as well),
(i) The defining limit exists for all s0. (1.7)
(ii) *(0, A)=|A|, 0<*(2, A)<1.
(iii) As a function of s, *(s, A) is log convex and strictly decreasing.
(iv) For s0 and h>0, *(s, A)&*(s+h, A)h log((1+- 5)2)
(0.4812118)h.
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(v) If s0(A) is the unique s in (0, 2) such that *(s0(A), A)=1, then
dim EA= 12 s0(A).
Only (v) really requires a citation. The rest has a simple explanation based
on some elementary facts about continued fractions.
Given v=(v1 , v2 , ..., vr) and w=(w1 , w2 , ..., wq), let vw :=(v1 , v2 , ..., vr ,
w1 , w2 , ..., wq) # VA(q+r) be the concatenation of v and w. Let [v] denote
not a one-element set, but the fraction [0; vr , vr&1 , ..., v1] got by reversing
the sequence v. (Context should prevent any confusion from this double
edged notation.) The classic identity
(vw) =(v)(w)(1+[v][w]) (1.8)
yields an inequality, valid for v, w # VA(r), VA(q) with r, q2:
(v)(w) <(vw) <2(v)(w). (1.9)
In case r or q=1, the inequality (1.9) requires ‘‘’’ in place of ‘‘<.’’
Next, let ‘(r, s, A) :=v # VA(r) (v)
&s. Then from (1.9), for r, q2 and
0s2, we get
2&s‘(r, s, A)‘(q, s, A)<‘(r+q, s, A)<‘(r, s, A)‘(q, s, A), (1.10)
and now the existence of *(s, A) is almost immediate, as are the bounds,
valid for 0s2 and r2:
(*(s, A))r‘(r, s, A)2s(*(s, A))r. (1.11)
The connection of all this to Hausdorff dimension stems from the fact that
the length of a canonical interval I(v) is comparable to (v) &2.
In discussion of computability, it is important to avoid dichotomies in
which cases are split accordng to whether or not some quantity, which is
known only approximately, is positive. We avoid this pitfall by asking only
that our algorithm classify a given s of the form 2&Nm, 0m2N, m # Z,
correctly into one of the overlapping categories (I and III disjoint)
I. *(s, A)<1
II. |*(s, A)&1|<2&N&2
III. *(s, A)>1.
In view of (1.7) (iv), such a classification procedure, together with, say, a
binary chop until or unless case II arises, will permit the accurate deter-
mination of dim EA .
Now from (1.11),
2&s ‘(r, s, A)*r(s, A)‘(r, s, A), (1.12)
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which provides, in principle, a simple means of making a classification. If,
for some r, ‘(r, s, A)<1, then s>s0(A), while if ‘(r, s, A)>2s, then
s<s0(A). To get accuracy comparable to \2&n, we need to take r=2n.
Unfortunately, the sum defining ‘(2n, s, A) has |A| 2n terms. Until recently,
this doubly exponential explosion in complexity as a function of the num-
ber of digits obtained was inherent in all known methods for estimating
dim EA [3, 8, 13]. Not surprisingly, the best that could be achieved was the
modest
dim E[1, 2] # (0.5312, 0.5314). (1.13)
The idea behind (1.12) does make a good starting point for more
elaborate methods. Before we make any lengthy calculations to classify s,
we first evaluate ‘(2, s, A) to sufficient accuracy that if our calculated value,
z, does not satisfy 2&s&1<z<2, then the actual ‘(2, s, A) cannot lie in the
interval [2&s, 1] so that we know to which side of 1 lies *(s, A). A new
idea, which is the basis of our method, was introduced in [3], and inde-
pendently in [11]. This was to treat the topic of Hausdorff dimension from
the perspective of linear operator theory. Had we but known, there was an
earlier precedent for the use of linear operator theory in connection with
computational issues in continued fractions. Babenko and Jure’v [1, 2]
studied the spectrum of the operator which in the terminology of (1.14)
below would be called L2, Z . This operator, since the birth of the subject,
had been known to fix (1(1+t) log 2) and to drive other continuous prob-
ability density functions toward it under iteration. Babenko and Jure’v
showed that its restriction to a certain Banach space of complex analytic
functions was similar to a compact operator and that it had a spectrum
consisting apart from zero only of eigenvalues, all real, and with zero the
only cluster point. They also calculated the largest few eigenvalues, thus
giving a definitive explanation of the rate at which (Lr2, Z f ) converges to
(1(1+t) log 2) for f a typical element, suitably normalized, of their space.
The proof makes use of a (to this observer) surprising connection to Bessel
functions, which seens to go over to the case treated here. The computation
used contour integrals and a numerical integration method based on
Chebyshev polynomials. Numerical integration does not have a reputation
as a good way to get very high precision results, but it may be that an
emulation of their approach would do as well as the direct evaluations
required here.
Let L=Ls, A be the linear operator, acting on any function space of func-
tions with domain [0, 1] and range a subset of C, given by
(Ls, A f )(t)= :
k # A
(k+t)&s f \ 1k+t+ . (1.14)
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Then by induction on r,
((Ls, A)r f )(t)= :
v # VA(r)
(v) &s(1+[v]t)&s f ([v+t]). (1.15)
In particular, if f (t) is identically 1, then
Lrs, A1=‘(r, s, A). (1.16)
Clearly, then, we can evaluate dim EA given the right sort of information
about Ls, A . With an appropriate choice of function space (we shall be dis-
cussing three, all real Banach spaces of continuous functions from [0, 1]
to R), it turns out that *(s, A) is the spectral radius of Ls, A and an
isolated eigenvalue of Ls, A of multiplicity one, and that the corresponding
eigenfunction gs, A(t) has several useful properties. Normalized so that
gs, A(0)=1, say, it is positive, decreasing, convex, and analytic in t.
While this approach opens many new perspectives on EA , as a tool for
copmputing Hausdorff dimensions it seems to call for replacing a doubly
exponential task with one that is outright infinite. To make it practical,
there must be some finite and economical approximate representation of
Ls, A and of elements in our Banach space. In an earlier work on this topic
[13], the present author took the robust but only somewhat economical
approach of keeping track of (Lrs, A1)(t) in the form of a table of values at
some 2N2 points. Together with an analysis of interpolation schemes, this
permitted the evaluation of dim E[1, 2, ..., n] to within \2&N at a cost of the
form P(N, n) } 2&N2.
In this work, by contrast, we keep track of Lrs,A 1 in the form of a list of
coefficients for the first several terms in the series expansion
(Lrs, A 1)(t)= :

i=0
a(i, r)(2t&1) i. (1.17)
With this representation, (Lrs, A 1)(t) can be held, to the requisite precision,
with just O(N2) bits storage. The analysis becomes more complicated, but
that is the price to be paid for a polynomial-time algorithm.
Finally, it should be remarked that we get more than just a tool for
tabulating dim EA . If F(x, A) denotes the number of v # VA with (v)x,
then according to [11], x2 dim EARF(x, A)Rx2 dim EA. There is reason to
think that for all A, there exists KA such that for m # Z, m>KA , there is
a v # VA with (v)=m, if and only if dim(EA)> 12 . And, conjectures about
dim EA as a function of A can be tested against computational realityan
essential for sifting ‘‘wheat’’ notions from chaff. One conjecture that
withstood this test is the following.
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If A, B, and C are nonempty disjoint finite sets of positive integers, with
|A|2, then
dim EA _ B _ C+dim EA<dim EA _ B+dim EA _ C .
2. The Matrix Representation of Ls, A
Let F denote the set of all functions f : [0, 1]  R with a series
expansion
f (t)= :

i=0
c(i, f )(2t&1) i (2.1)
which satisfies
:

i=0
(1+i) |c(i, f )|<. (2.2)
Each of the norms below makes F a Banach space:
& f &1 :=| f (0)|+|
1
0
| f $(t)| dt
& f &2 := :

i=0
|c(i, f )| (2.3)
& f &3 := :

i=0
(1+i)|c(i, f )|.
There is a natural isomorphism 8 from (F, & &3) to (F, & &4), where
F :={(c): N  R: :

i=0
(1+i) |c(i)|<=,
(2.4)
&c&4= :

i=0
(1+i) |c(i)|.
The operator Ls, A has a natural counterpart Gs, A acting on F, with Gs,Ac=
8Ls, A8&1c. Let 1(r, s, A) denote the matrix with entry #hl=#hl (r, s, A) in
the h row, l column (h, l0) so that #hl is the (2t&1)h coefficient of
Lrs, A (2t&1)
l. Equivalently, if Pi is the projection of F onto the i th coor-
dinate and el is the sequence with el(l)=1, el (k)=0 for k{l, then
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#hl (r, s, A)=Ph 8Lrs, A 8
&1el
=
2&h
h !
dh
dth } t=12 (Lrs,A(2t&1) l). (2.5)
It does not follow immediately from (2.5) that Gs, Ac=1(1, s, A)c, or even
that Grs, A c=1(r, s, A)c for r2. There are issues of convergence to
consider.
These turn out to be thorny, if not insuperable, for r=1, but they are
tractable for larger values of r. We defer treatment of these convergence
issues to Section 4, and mention just one result about the entries #hl of
1(r, s, A) for which h is large:
If r2, 0<s<2, and 12‘(2, s, A)2
s+1 then
|#hl (r, s, A)|22s&h*r(s, A).
3. A Practical Version of the Algorithm
This section contains a program, written in Mathematica, which
embodies the essential features of the theoretical version. There are certain
discrepancies. First, Mathematica’s default treatment of approximate high-
precision arithmetic is used instead of a more involved interval arithmetic.
Second, the relation between the size of the matrix used and the accuracy
obtained is different. In practice, things converge quite a bit faster than
envisioned in the worst case analysis of the theoretical version of the algo-
rithm, and apparently an N_N submatrix of 1(2, s, A) is a good enough
proxy for 1(2, s, A) to determine dim EA to within 10&N. The algorithm
here also uses a kind of Newton’s method, with an heuristic estimate of
d*ds, to accelerate convergence of s-values to s0(A). As in the theoretical
algorithm, though, many things are kept as integers or exact rational
numbers. The author believes its output to be trustworthy. Any reader with
access to Mathematica should try it out and examine various sets A. How,
for instance, is dim EA distributed as A ranges through all n-element
subsets of [1, 2, 3, ..., 2n]? Well, this gives the means to assemble data and
formulate conjectures. Here are a few:
Conjecture 1. If, A, B, and C are nonempty disjoint finite sets of
positive integers, with |A|2, then
dim EA _ B _ C+dim EA<dim EA _ B+dim EA _ C .
Conjecture 2. [dim EA : 2|A|<] is dense in [0, 1].
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Conjecture 3. Say that VA blankets N if for all sufficiently large n # N
there exists v # VA such that (v) =n. Then VA blankets n if and only if
dim EA> 12.
Remark. If dim EA< 12 then |[(v): v # VA and (v) x]||[v # VA:
(v) x]|Rx2 dim EA by [10]), =0(x), so 12 in Conjecture 3 cannot be
reduced. The case A=[1, 2], for which dim EA.0.5312805... has drawn
considerable attention [18] (Table I).
The algorithm itself is based directly on calculating 1N (2, s, A) (entries
0h, lN ), and estimating *(s, A) by [1 8N+1N (2, s, A)]1[1
8N(2, s, A)]1.
All the user needs to do is specify the set A. After reading in the program,
one executes the instruction, say, ‘‘hdim[[2, 5]]’’ to get the Hausdorff
dimension of E[2, 5] to 16 places. Running time is rather long on even a
good PC, as the algorithm requires intricate calculations on many large
integers.
The output includes the first several coefficients (ai) in the series expan-
sion of the eigenfunction gA(t) of Ls0(A), A corresponding to the leading
TABLE I
Set Dimension
[1, 2] 0.5312805062772051416
[1, 3] 0.4544827
[1, 4] 0.4111827
[2, 3] 0.337437
[2, 4] 0.306313
[3, 4] 0.263737
[1, 2, 3] 0.7056609080
[1, 2, 4] 0.66922149
[1, 3, 4] 0.60424226069111965
[2, 3, 4] 0.480696
[1, 2, 3, 4] 0.788946
[1, 2, 7] 0.61790369546338
[1, 3, 7] 0.55324225 [1, 7] 0.34623824
[1, 4, 7] 0.51788376 [4, 7] 0.20525334194
[2, 3, 7] 0.43801241 [3, 7] 0.2249239471918
[2, 4,7] 0.410329 [1, 2, ,3, 4, 5] 0.8368294437
[3, 4, 7] 0.36757914 [2, 3, ,4, 5] 0.55963645
[1, 2, 3, 7] 0.75026306 [2, 3, 5] 0.4616137
[1, 2, 4, 7] 0.7185418875 [1, 50000] 0.109476011737
[2, 3, 4, 7] 0.540036
[1, 2, 3, 4, 7] 0.820004
[10, 11] 0.146921
[100, 10000] 0.052247
[2, 7] 0.26022398
[1, 3, 4, 7] 0.66015538
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eigenvalue, 1. This gA(t)=gA(s0(A), t)=i=0 a* i (2t&1)
i should enjoy the
property that Ls0, AgA(t)=gA(t) for 0t1, which permits an independent
check on the results of the calculation.
For additional insight into the process, two options are provided. The
short code segment ‘‘headon’’ is independent of the main algorithm. It
simply takes the definition of Ls, A , converts it into Mathematica syntax,
and then plots
(Lr+1s, A (1)L
r
s, A(1))(x)
for 0x1. This ratio converges uniformly to *(s, A) on [0, 1]. The
routine works nicely for small values of its nesting-depth argument ‘‘depth’’
and gives an independent check of the values returned by the main algo-
rithm. Syntax is illustrated by the example: headon[1.0700000, [1, 2], 4]
which should require only a few seconds to verify that dim E1, 2<0.535. If
you want a faster version with no pictures, use ‘‘hon’’ instead of ‘‘headon.’’
Either way, the programs run into a wall at a nesting depth of 10 to 15,
or sooner if the set A has more than two elements.
The other routine, eigenstory, is intended for use either as an incor-
porated part of the main routine hdim or acting on files generated by that
program. To use it as an incorporated part of hdim you edit out the (VV)
bracketing the call to eigenstory in the routine. Eigenstory presents its
results graphically and cannot be used with a purely text-based interface to
Mathematica. It generates a density plot of the matrix 1nn(2, s, A), line
graphs of the first three eigenvectors of that matrix, and three pairs of
curves. These pairs graph first the function fi (x) corresponding to one of
the eigenvectors above and then the difference between Ls, A fi (x) and
*i fi (x). Were it not for the errors due to matrix truncation and round-off,
the second curve would be zero; the extent to which it diverges from that
ideal is an indicator of the accuracy of the method. The author found the
Mathematica builtin function Eigenvectors to be somewhat quirky and
prone to crash or run interminably when presented with a matrix with bad
eigenvalue structure, or simply a large one. This may be inherent in the
underlying mathematics. At any rate, do not be astonished if this routine
causes trouble on some inputs.
The running time is polynomial in the number of digits obtained, but it
is not fast. A few minutes will get you six digits (but headon gives that,
too). Twenty digits will take a few hours, and 30 digits, days, on a NeXT
or comparable workstation (Headon, eons). The programming style is not
what Mathematica purists recommend. There is a lot of storing values into
arrays and accessing of lists. Partly this is for the sake of clarity; it is
possible to devise some extremely condensed and cryptic code in Mathe-
matica. Partly, the overhead simply is not an issue. Most of the running
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time is devoted to carrying out multiplications in integer or high precision
floating point mode.
We turn now to the explanation of the main program, hdim. The outer
layers of the program assume that the inner layer has found *(s, A), and
they use an ad-hoc version of Newton’s method to generate the next value
of s. The real work is in finding the matrix. The entry #h, l (2, s, A) is given
by the formula (derived as (5.9) in Section 5)
#h, l= :
j, k # A
:
l
i=0
:
min[i, h]
p=0
Term( j, k, i, p),
where
Term( j, k, i, p)=\li+ \
&1
2 +
l&i
\hp+\
2l&h
h! + \ `
p&1
u=0
(i&u)+
_\j+12+
i&p
(&k)h&p \kj+1+k2+
&s&i&h+p
_ `
(h&p&1)
v=0
(s+i+v). (3.1)
The machine calculates the transpose, as it is easier to display row vectors
than columns in the output.
The code lines in the vicinity of the first identation run through the
double loop on j and k. The next identation brackets a loop scanning over
all the (nn+1) by (nn+1) array entries to plug in the newly calculated
( j, k) contribution from (3.1)$ (with h and l interchanged, that is) to each
position. The next indentation, at ‘‘While[q=1, ,’’ begins a double sum
corresponding to the inner double sum of (3.1). In (3.1)$, one has
hi=0 
min[i, h]
p=0 ..., while in the program, one has at this point code for
lq=0 
h
i=l&q ... . It is easily verified that with p=l&q, the two ranges of
summation are the same.
The innermost indented layer in the code generates
prodi=
(&2)i ( j+12) i+q&l
(h&i)! ( jk+1+k2) i (i+q&l )!
`
q&1
v=0
(s+i+v)
and so on. The lists fact, safct, jt, and wt satisfy
fact[[n+1]]=n!; sfact[[n+1]]= `
n&1
v=0
(s+v), jt[[n]]
=\j+12+
n
, wt[[n]]=\jk+1+k2+
n
.
The notation x*=y encodes a calculation x  xy, and so on.
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The outer layers of the program set up the necessary lists (it does not
pay to recalculate the same factorial or product, in high precision!) and see
to the overhead of Newton’s method. (It is called ad hoc because we use
not the dervative of *(s, A), which we have not even proved to exist, much
less got an algorithm for, but a difference quotient.) For the main program,
syntax is illustrated by hdim[[1, 2]] (Fig. 1).
4. The Connection between Ls,A and Its Matrix Representation
In this section we show that the (infinite) matrix 1(r, s, A) correctly
represents Lrs, A on (F, & &3). But before we get into the details of this, we
expand upon the introduction with a guide to the rest of the paper.
The point of working with a variety of norms and shifting the focus
around is that our ‘‘elephant’’ Ls, A reveals different facets of itself to dif-
ferent gazes.
The matrix 1(r, s, A) is computationally tractable, as we have seen, but
there is scant prospect of learning much a priori from (2.5) or (3.1) about
the spectrum. In the setting of & &1 the operator is easier to analyze, and
we can show that it has desirable convergence properties. Finally, we need
some tools with which to ‘‘port’’ our spectrum results back to the matrix
environment in which they will be applied.
Section 4 has been described. Section 5 is devoted to bean-counting: how
much arithmetic, and to what precision, is needed to calculate 1M(2, s, A)
to the requisite accuracy, whatever that is? It is from this section that we
get our running time estimate for the algorithm. Section 6 is devoted to
proving that there exists an eigenfunction corresponding to the spectral
radius of Ls, A with a specific structure (positive, concave up, and
decreasing, by the way). Section 7 is devoted to proving that high powers
of Ls,A concentrate F1 onto multiples of this eigenfunction and that this
convergence is exponential. Numerical evidence suggests that the rate will
always be at least like 2&n, but the proof gives the less dramatic value 2930 .
Section 8 is devoted to the transfer of the information garnered in Section 7
to the power series setting. In Section 9 we cash in our chips and prove
that not only does the algorithm run in polynomial time, it actually gives
correct answers.
Returning now to the immediate issue of Section 4, we establish some
lemmas about Lr, s, A and the matrices 1(r, s, A).
Lemma 1. Gs, A=1(1, s, A). That is, given c # F, PiGs, Ac=j=0 #ij c( j),
and moreover, the sum is absolutely convergent.
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Corollary. 1(q, s, A) 1(r, s, A)=1(q+r, s, A) for q, r1.
Proof. Consider the action of Ls, A on F* :=[ f: [0, 1]  C of the form
f (t)=i=0 ci (2t&1)
i, with ci # C and i=0 (1+i) |ci|<]. Let F* be the
corresponding set of complex-valued sequences. For c # F*, and with the
obvious extension of Pi to F*, we need to establish (let us drop the s, A
subscripts for now)
Pi Gc= :

j=0
#ijc( j). (4.1)
But if f # F*, f=j=0 c( j)(2t&1)
j (so that c=8 f ), then
Pi Gc=Pi8L :

j=0
c( j)(2t&1) j=Pi8Lf. (4.2)
Now |Lf (t)||A| sup0u1 | f (u)| for f # F*, so since the sum in (4.2) is
uniformly and absolutely convergent on [0, 1],
L :

j=0
c( j)(2t&1) j= :

j=0
c( j) L(2t&1) j. (4.3)
Thus Pi8Lf=Pi 8 j=0 c( j) L(2t&1)
j. If we let Di f :=(d idti) f (t)
evaluated at t=12, then
Pi 8 :

j=0
c( j) L(2t&1) j
=
2&i
i !
Di :

j=0
c( j) (2t&1) j
=2&i
1
2?i  |z&12|=12 \z&
1
2+
&i&1
:

j=0
c( j)(L(2t&1) j)(z)
=2&i :

j=0
c( j)
1
2?i |z&12|=12 \z&
1
2+
&i&1
(L(2t&1) j)(z). (4.4)
The interchange of summation with integration is legitimate since on
the circle |z& 12 |=
1
2 in C, |L(2t&1)
j (z)|=|k # A (k+z)&s (2z&1) j |
k # A |k+z|&s2s+|A|&12 |A|. But now
2&i }
1
2?i |z&12|=12 \z&
1
2+
&i&1
(L(2t&1) j)(z)=#ij (1, s, A) (4.5)
so
Pi 8Ls,A f= :

j=0
c( j) #ij (1, s, A) (4.6)
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and since 8Lf=8L8&1c=Gc this proves (4.1), which is equivalent to
Lemma 1. The corollary follows by a simple induction. Now we need an
estimate for | #hl (r, s, A)|.
Lemma 2. Suppose r2, 0<s<2, and 12‘(2, s, A)2
s+1. Then for h,
l0,
|#hl (r, s, A)|22s&h*r(s, A).
Proof. Fix s and A as before, to economize on ink, and calculate:
#hl (r)= :
v # VA(r)
(v)&s \2
l&h
h! + Dh((1+[v]t)&s \[v+t]&
1
2+
l
=2l&h :
v # VA(r)
(v) &s
1
2?i |z|=1 z
&h&1\1+[v] \12+z++
&s
_\_v+z+12&&
1
2+
l
. (4.7)
Now for |z|=1, |1+[v]( 12+z)|
1
2 , so |1+[v](
1
2+z)|
&s2s. Next,
[v+z+ 12] is a linear fractional function of z, mapping the real interval
[&1, 1] into the real interval [[v& 12], [v+
1
2]] (or [[v+
1
2], [v&
1
2]]
depending on the parity of r). Thus the circle |z|=1 is mapped to a circle
with diameter a subinterval of [0, 1]. Every point on this circle then lies
within the circle |z& 12|=
1
2 , so |[v+z+
1
2]&
1
2|
1
2 for |z|=1. Thus from
(4.7), it follows that for r2,
|#hl (r)|2l&h+s :
v # VA(r)
(v) &s 2&l. (4.8)
But from (1.12), ‘(r, s, A)2s*r(s, A) and, together with (4.8), this proves
Lemma 2.
Remark. The proof given above does not work if r=1, and extensive
computations strongly suggest that, at least for A containing 1, the coef-
ficients #hl (1) are simply not exponentially decreasing in absolute value.
This will influence the rest of our doings, as we shall have to work with
1(2, s, A) rather than with the seemingly more natural choice 1(1, s, A). It
also introduces an extra factor of about |A| into the running time of the
algorithm, a minor misfortune.
These lemmas can now be combined to give our first main result.
Theorem 1. The spectral radius of Ls, A is *(s, A), when Ls, A acts on
(F, & &3).
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Proof. Suppose f # F, & f &3=1, 8f=c. Then for r2,
(Lrs, A f )(t)= :

h=0
(2t&1)h :

l=0
#hl (r, s, A) c(l). (4.9)
Now if a(h) :=l=0 #hl (r, s, A) c(l), then |a(h)|R2
&h l=0 |c(l)| *
r(s, A)
by Lemma 2, so
|a(h)|R2&h*r(s, A), & f &3R*r(s, A) :

h=0
2&h.
Thus &Lrs, A f &3R*
r(s, A) which proves that the spectral radius of Ls, A is no
more than *(s, A).
On the other hand, if f#1, then Lrs, A 1=‘(r, s, A)*
r(s, A) by (1.12), so
that the spectral radius of Ls,A is also no less than *(s, A). K
5. The Theoretical Version of the Algorithm
Here, we give a more cautious version of the algorithm of Section 3. This
one gives rigorous values for dim EA to within \2&N using O(N7) elemen-
tary bit operations. The proof that it works relies on some convergence
properties of Lrs, A which await proof in later sections, so here we are con-
tent to explain the algorithm and estimate the number of bit operations
required to execute it.
Theorem 2. There is an algorithm which, given an integer N, an integer
constant K1 , 1K1N, a further integer S, 0S2N, and a set
A[1, 2, 3, ..., 2N] with 2|A|N, calculates #hl (2, S2N, A) for all
entries with 0h, lK1N to within \2&K1N in each entry, and in
O((K1N)6) elementary bit operations.
Before we get into the proof of this, we look ahead to how it will be used
to classify s. The matrix will not be needed unless
1&2&N‘(2, s, A)2s+2&N, (5.1)
as we first screen s by evaluating ‘(2, s, A) to within \2&N&1. If the
calculated approximate value falls outside [1&2&N&1, 2s+2&N&1], as it
will if (4.1) fails, then we will know that ‘(2, s, A)  [1, 2s] and we can
classify s.
So suppose (5.1) holds. We construct a sequence (y0 , y1 , ..., yr) of M-entry
vectors, where r is determined by the progress of the construction but is
in any event <M. The initial y0 has y0(0)=1, y0( j)=0 for 1jM&1.
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Subsequent vectors yk are held in interval arithmetic, accurate to within
\([M32]&k(8+[log Mlog 2])) places, and generated by the recursion
yk+1=1 $Myk , (5.2)
where 1 $M is the calculated matrix approximation to FM , treated as exact.
Let y&k ( j) denote the lower, and y
+
k ( j) the upper, end of the interval
bounding yk( j).
If, at any point in the recursion, y+k (0)<
1
4 , then we quit the recursion
and declare s>s0(A). Likewise, if y&k (0)>4 for some k, we exit the
recursion and classify s<s0(A). If (as will be the case when s is close to
s0(A)) neither of these things happens for kr, then we put zr=yr(0),
zr+1=(1 $Myr)(0). If z+r+1<(1&2
&2N) z&r , we classify s>s0(A). If
z&r+1>(1&2
2N) z+r , we classify s<s0(A). If neither of these inequalities
hold, we classify s as |s&s0(A)|2&N.
The proof that this approximation to the original design of calculating
L2r1 and extracting a classification of s is legitimate involves two broad
issues:
First. Why must the classification be correct?
Second. How much arithmetic will be required to implement the
procedure?
To some extent, these are connected questions. Bounds on |#hl| will be
needed to address both, for instance. But for now, we are essentially
concerned only with the second issue. If, to start with, *2(s, A)>9 or
*2(s, A)< 19 , then our screening would eliminate s, as we shall see. (Recall,
we discard s if computation establishes ‘(2, s, A)<1, or >2s.) So assume
s satisfies
1
9*
2(s, A)9. (5.3)
From Lemma 2, we had |#hl |22s&h*2(s, A). Thus for s satisfying (5.3), we
have
|#hl |144 } 2&h. (5.4)
Now we have a matrix with bounded entries #hl and a sequence (yk) of
vectors satisfying |yk(h)|(288)k 2&h, by a simple induction from (5.4).
Thus for all j and k1,
|yk( j)|29k&1. (5.5)
Now suppose we have y&k and y
+
k , differing by at most
2[M
32]&k(8+[log Mlog 2]) in any entry. We calculate 1 $My&k and 1 $My
+
k in exact
arithmetic and truncate up or down, respectively, to obtain y&k+1 and y
+
k+1.
The truncations are made at the [M32]th binary place after the decimal
point. Thus, at most 2(9M+[M32]) M digits are ever needed to describe
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a particular yk . The M2 individual multiplications #hlyk(h) needed to find
yk+1 from yk each requires O(M52) elementary bit operations, and the subse-
quent additions require less. Thus the calculation of yk+1 from yk takes
O(M92) elementary bit operations, and the whole process, O(M112)RM6.
How does the interval [y&k (h), y
+
k (h)] grow as k increases from 0 to r?
Well, multiplication by 1 $M could at most multiply the maximum (over
0hM&1) width by 144M, and the subsequent truncation could add
to that a further 21&[M
32]. That is, if q=2&([M32]&1), p=144M, and
wk=max[ |y+k (h)&y
&
k (h)|, 0hM&1], then
|wk+1|p+|wk| q. (5.6)
Now w0=0, so
|wk|pkq. (5.7)
Hence, even at the r th stage, our calculations of yk will be accurate to
within \2&(M
32&0(M log M)), or easily, \2&(12M
&32). This will be quite good
enough to base a classification on. The more serious, and yet tolerable,
errors arise from having errors in 1 $M , both in that the entries are not exact
and in that a truncation to an M_M matrix represents a departure from
exactness which requires very careful treatment.
The computation intensive part of a classification lies in finding the
entries #hl to sufficient accuracy. Theorem 2 asserts that this can be done
in O(M6) elementary bit operations. We now give the proof, which is con-
structive.
Recall that
#hl=#hl (s, A)=\2
l&h
h! + Dh :j, k # A \kj+1+kt)
&s ([k, j+t]&
1
2+
l
(5.8)
where, as before, Dh f (t) = (d hdth) f (t)| t=12 and [k, j + t]=
1(k+1( j+t)). In the sum of (5.8), there are |A| 2n2 terms. For each of
these (and for each h, l involved), we calculate to within \N&2 } 2&M the
summand. This summand can be calculated explicitly:
\2
l&h
h! + Dh((kj+1+kt)&s \\
1
k+1( j+t)+&
1
2+
l
= :
l
i=0
:
min[i, h]
p=0 \
l
i+\&
1
2+
l&i
\hp+\
2l&h
h! +
_\ `
p&1
u=0
(i&u)+\ j+12+
i&p
(&k)h&p \kj+1+k2+
&s&i&h+p
_ `
h&p&1
v=0
(s+i+v). (5.9)
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The double sum in (5.9) involves at most (M+1)2 terms. Hence we can
obtain the required accuracy in #hl by evaluating each term to within
\N&2M&22&M&4. (This leaves room for truncation roundoffs at the end).
Without loss of generality we may assume M16. For such M, this
accuracy (and better) is assured if the individual terms in (5.9) are found
to within \2&M.
The simplest and most robust way to control erros in calculation is to
do exact arithmetic. Accordingly, in the theoretical version of our algo-
rithm we prescribe exact arithmetic for all pieces of (5.9) except the factors
(kj+1+k2)&s and for assembling the product, except at the last stage.
To evaluate the other factors in a term of the double sum of (5.9), we
first calculate a table of binomial coefficients ( ab) for 0baM. This will
require O(M2) additions, involving integers 2M, for an elementary bit
operation count of O(M3).
We next assemble a table of values of ab for 1bM and for a # A.
This will require O(M2) multiplications, involving multiplicands of O(M)
and O(M2) digits, respectively, for a count of O(M3 } MN)=O(M5)
elementary bit operations. A table of values of >b&1a=0 (c&a), for
0b<cM, will require a further O(M5) operations. A table of exact
values for ( j+12)a, 0aM, j # A, also requires O(M5) bit opera-
tions. A table of values of (kj+1+k2)a, 0a2M, k, j # A, requires
O( |A|2 M4)=0(M6) elementary bit operations.
Since s, by assumption, is a binary decimal with at most one digit to the
left of the point and N to the right, tabulating >ar=0 (s+i+r) over
0aM, 0iM will require O(M3) multiplications, with multiplicands
of O(M) and O(M2) digits. The bit operation count for making up this
table, then, is again O(M6). Multiplying the various exact factors of a term
in (5.9) involves O(1) multiplications per term of two numbers with O(M2)
digits each, for a bit operation count of O(M6) when all |A| 2 terms are
taken into account.
Remark. A sophisticated multiplication procedure could pare this down
a bit, but that is not the point. There are many ways to treat this
algorithm, but they all complicate the explanation.
We need some sort of upper bound on the absolute value of a term
in (5.9). A little calculation shows that for 0l, hM, 0il,
0pmin[i, h], and k, j # A,
} 2
l&h
h! \
l
i+ 2i&l \
h
p+\ `
p&1
q=0
(i&q)+\ `
h&p&1
r=0
(s+i+r)+
_\ j+12+
i&p
kh&p(kj+1+k2)p&i&h }24MM2M. (5.10)
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In view of (5.10), if we calculate each (kj+1+k2)&s to within
\2&16M log Mlog 2, then the error in a term of (5.9) will be 23MM&14M
<2&2M. Carrying out the final multiplications for |A| 2 terms involves a
workload of O((M log M )2 |A| 2) elementary bit operations, followed by a
little work in doing sums to finish the calculation of 1 $M . The one issue not
yet addressed is that of how to find a typical (kj+1+k2)&s to an
accuracy of \2&16M log Mlog 2. An elaboration of the classical square root
algorithm which finds - x by way of the recursion (a, b)  (a2+xb2, 2ab)
does the job. The idea is that since s=Ni=0 2
&iSi , with Si=0 or 1, finding
a typical (kj+1+k2)&s can be reduced to the extraction of the 2&1i
powers of (kj+1+k2) over all iN so that Si=1, followed by a little
multiplication. The procedure requires 0(M3 log4 M) elementary bit opera-
tions per estimate of an expression (kj+1+k2)&s, for another O(M6)
elementary bit operations in all. This proves Theorem 2.
In the next section, we begin the analysis supporting the conclusion that
truncating the matrix of Ls, A will not much affect the spectral radius. For
this, we need some lemmas on the norms of the operators Ls, A with respect
to the various Banach space norms of Section 2.
6. The Le vy Metric and the SchauderTychonoff Theorem
Let M denote the set of all probability measures concentrated on [0, 1].
For + # M, let
Z+(t) := |
1
0
(1+%t)&s d+(%) (6.1)
be a function on the interval [0, 1].
Let $ denote the Le vy metric on M, that is,
$(+, &) :=inf[\ # R: \x # R, &\++[0, x&\]&[0, x]\++[0, x+\]].
(6.2)
(If x&\<0 then we regard [0, x&\] as being the empty set and of
measure zero, while if x+\>1 then +[0, x+\]=+[0, 1]=1.) As is well
known, $ is a metric on M with respect to which M is compact.
Now Z: M  3i=1 Fi (where Fi=F equipped with & &i), since given
+ # M, Z+(t)=10 (1+%t)
&s d+(%) is complex analytic in t (and in s,
although that is beside the point here). Clearly &Z+&11+%. Since
& &2& &3 , this leaves the case i=3. The Taylor’s series expansion of
Z+(t) about 12 has a radius of convergence 
3
2 . Thus if we write Z+(t) as
a series in powers of (2t&1), Z+(t)=i=0 ci (2t&1)
i, say, then |ci |R3&i,
and &Z+&3<.
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Lemma 3. With respect to $ on M and & &1 on F1 , Z is continuous.
Proof. Suppose =>0 and +, & # M, with $(+, &)<=. Let +(%) :=
+([0, %]), and &(%) :=&([0, %]). Then
(Z+&Z&)(t)=st |
1
0
(1+%t)&s&1(+&&)(%) d%. (6.3)
Thus (Z+&Z&)(0)=0. Also,
d
dt
(Z+&Z&)(t)=s |
1
0
(1+%t)&s&1 ( +&&)(%) d%
&st(1+s) |
1
0
%(1+%t)&s&2 ( +&&)(%) d%
=T1&T2 , say. (6.4)
For T1 above, from the hypothesis $( +, &)= we have +(%)&(%+=)+=.
Thus,
|
1
0
(1+%t)&s&1 ( +&&)(%) d%
=+|
1
0
(1+%t)&s&1 &(%+=) d%&|
1
0
(1+%t)&s&1 &(%) d%
==+|
1+=
=
(1+(%&=) t)&s&1 &(%) d%&|
1
0
(1+%t)&s&1 &(%) d%
2=+|
1
=
((1+%t&=t)&s&1&(1+%t)&s&1) &(%) d%
2=+|
=
0
(1+%t)&s&1 d%3=. (6.5)
Reversing the roles of + and & shows that |T1|3=s. Similarly,
|T2|s(1+s) t \=+|
1&=
=
(%&=)(1+(%&=) t)&s&2 &(%) d%
&|
1
%
%(1+%t)&s&2 &(%) d%+
s(1+s) t \2=+|
1
=
|(%&=)(1+(%&=) t)&s&2&%(1+%t)&s&2| d%+
3s(1+s) t=. (6.6)
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Thus,
&Z+&Z&&1|
1
0
3s(1+t+st) dt15=. (6.7)
Taking ==$( +, &), this gives
&Z+&Z&&115$( +, &) (6.8)
which proves Lemma 3. K
Now Z(M)F1 is the continuous image of a compact set, M, so Z(M)
is compact in F1 . Clearly Z(M) is convex, since M is convex and Z is
affine. Now let
Ts,A : Z(M)  F1
(Ts,A f )(t)=
(L2s, A f )(t)
(L2s, A f )(0)
. (6.9)
That is, Ts, A is the operator L2s, A , but normalized so that Ts, A f (0)=1 for
f # Z(M) and restricted to such f. By contrivance, it turns out that Ts, A
maps Z(M) into Z(M), as we now prove.
Lemma 4. If f # Z(M), then Ts,A f # Z(M).
Proof. By Lemma 3, L2s, A is continuous as a function from Z(M) to F1 ,
as is Q: Z(M)  R given by Q( f )=1L2s, A f (0). Thus, Ts, A is continuous,
so that Ts, AZ(M) is a compact subset of F1 .
Now the set M* of discrete probability measures of [0, 1] is dense in M,
so by continuity and compactness, it will suffice to show that Ts, A maps
Z(M*) into Z(M*). So suppose + # M*, with support B+=[;1 , ;2 , ..., ;j].
Then
Z+= :
; # B
+([;])(1+;t)&s (6.10)
and
Ts,AZ+=
k, j # A (kj+1+kt)&s ; # B +([;])(1+;[k, j+t])&s
k, j # A (kj+1)&s ; # B +([;])(1+;[k, j])&s
. (6.11)
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Now
:
k, j # A
:
; # B
+([;])(kj+1+kt)&s(1+;[k, j+t])&s
= :
; # B
:
k, j # A
(kj+1+;j)&s +([;])(1+(;+k) t(kj+1+;j))&s. (6.12)
Thus if & is the discrete measure assigning to _ :=_( ;, k, j) :=
( ;+k)(kj+1+;j), for k, j # A and ; # B, the mass
&([_])=
(kj+1+;j)&s +([;])
l, m # A # # B (lm+1+#m)&s +([#])
(6.13)
then Ts, A Z+=Z&, which proves Lemma 4. K
We now apply the SchauderTychonoff fixed point theorem [16] and
conclude that there exists a function g(t)=gs, A(t) # Z(M) such that
Ts,A g=g. In view of the definitions for Z(M) and Ts, A , the formulation
below is an equivalent version of this conclusion.
Lemma 5. For each AZ+ with 2|A|N, max(A)2N, and for
s # CN(A), there exists a probability measure +=+s, A on [0, 1] and a
function gs, A=Z( +s, A) such that for 0t1,
L2s, Ags, A(t)=4
2(s, A) gs, A(t),
where 4(s, A)=((L2s, Ags, A)(0))
12.
Note that since gs, A # Z(M), we have for 0t1
&sgs, A(t)g$s,A(t)<0 (6.14)
and
e&st(1+t)&sgs, A(t)1.
Our next result will be no great surprise.
Lemma 6. 4(s, A)=*(s, A).
Proof. Using a straightforward induction modelled on that given in
[12], we have (using g for gs, A)
(L2rs, Ag)(t)= :
v # VA(2r)
(v) &s(1+[v]t)&sg([v+t]), (6.15)
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where
[v+t]=[v1 , v2 , ..., vr&1 , vr+t]
and where [v]=[v~ ]=[vr , vr&1 , ..., v1] as usual.) Thus, with an implicit
constant which is independent of r, although it may depend on s and A, we
have
42r(s, A)R‘(2r, s, A)R42r(s, A). (6.16)
Hence,
2r log 4(s, A)=log ‘(2r, s, A)+O(1)
and now Lemma 8 follows from the definition of *(s, A).
We shall, in the next section, prove that in Z(M), gs, A is the unique fixed
point of Ts, A and, hence, the unique eigenfunction of L2s,A corresponding to
*2(s, A) and belonging to Z(M). We have not yet shown that there is an
eigenfunction of Ls, A corresponding to *(s, A). Fortunately, this is now
easily established. Let h=(Ls, Ag)Ls, A g(0)=c&1Ls,Ag, say. Then, clearly,
h # Z(M). Now let
g =(g+(c*(s, A)) h)(1+c*(s, A))&1 # Z(M). (6.17)
Then
Ls, A g =(ch+c*&1(s, A) Ls,Ah)(1+c*&1(s, A))&1
=(ch+*&1(s, A) L2s, A g)(1+c*
&1(s, A))&1
=(ch+*(s, A) g)(1+c*&1(s, A))&1=*(s, A) g , (6.18)
so that g # Z(M) is an eigenfunction corresponding to *(s, A) for Ls, A .
Since g # Z(M), we rename g , g.
We can now tie off the loose thread from Section 5. It was claimed there
that if *2(s, A)  [ 19, 9], then approximate evaluation of ‘(2, s, A) would
establish ‘(2, s, A)  [1, 2s]. The reason is that if *2(s, A)< 19, then
L2s, A1<2
sL2s,Ags, A(t)&2
s*2(s, A) gs,A(t)< 49.
But if in fact ‘(2, s, A)=(L2s, A1)(0)<
4
9, then even the crudest arithmetic
will reveal that, at any rate ‘(2, s, A)<1. If, on the other hand,
*2(s, A)>9, then
L2s, A1>L
2
s, Ags,A(t)>9gs,A(t) O ‘(2, s, A)>9.
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Thus again, a screening which discards all s outside the interval of those
for which 1&2&N‘(2, s, A)2s+2&N (and admits those for which
1‘(2, s, A)2s, and makes either decision in the gray zone) will easily
discover such an s.
7. Powers of L2s, A .
It is a central feature of our method that multiple iterations of the step
f  L2s,A f drive a typical element of F3 toward the eigenspace of multiples
of gs, A . It will also be shown that in F3 , and up to scalar multiples, gs, A
is the unique eigenfunction of Ls, A corresponding to *(s, A). The decom-
position
F3=PN,
P :=[cgs,A : c # R], (7.1)
N :=[ f # F3: &Lrs, A f &3=o(*
2r(s, A))]
will play a major part in this.
The decomposition is useful numerically because (as we shall show)
there exist =, C>0, independent of r, s, and A, such that on N,
&L2rs,A&3C(1&=)
r *2r(s, A). (7.2)
The proof of these claims begins with a study of the action of L2rs, A on a
subset Ws of F3 , where
Ws :=[ f # F3: f (0)>0 and for 0t1, 0<&sf $(t)f (t)]. (7.3)
Clearly, gs, A # Ws and, indeed, Z(M)Ws .
Lemma 7. Suppose there exists a gs,A # Z(M) so that Ls,Ags,A=*(s, A) gs, A .
Then for any f # Ws with f (0)=1, and with =*=Min[e&s, e&1],
L2s, A( f&=*gs, A) # Ws .
Remark. In other words, not only does Ls, A take Ws into itself, but we
can skim off a multiple of gs, A and still known that what remains belongs
to Ws . By repeated skimmings associated with iteration, we propose to
write L2rs,A as essentially a multiple of gs,A . But this is looking ahead.
For the proof of Lemma 7, it will suffice to establish that for all real
x, y1, with g=gs, A and [x, y] denoting 1(x+1y), that
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xs(xy+1)( f&=*g)([x, y])( f&=*g)$([x, y]), (7.4)
xs(xy+1)( f&=*g)([x, y])
( f&=*g)$([x, y])+s(xy+1)2( f&=*g)([x, y]). (7.5)
For the proof of (7.4), since &g$([x, y])sg([x, y])s, we need only
show that
x(xy+1) f ([x, y])=*(1+x(xy+1)). (7.6)
Now the worst case here is with f declining as rapidly as permitted by
the constraint f # Ws , that is, f (t)=e&st. Thus (7.6) holds in general,
provided the corresponding special case (7.7) below does:
x(xy+1) e&s[x, y]=*(1+x(xy+1)). (7.7)
In (7.7), we can without loss of generality take x=1 and, then, for s1,
(7.7) holds with =*=e&s. If, on the other hand, s<1, then (7.7) holds with
=*=e&1. This proves (7.4).
To prove (7.5), we begin with the inequality, valid for x, y1,
(1+(xy+1&y)(xy+1)&1)(1&((xy+1)2&x(xy+1))&1)1. (7.8)
(This is easily established by elementary means, and the proof is left to the
reader).
Now from (7.8), it follows that
exp((xy+1&y)(xy+1)&1)(1&((xy+1)2&x(xy+1))&1)1. (7.9)
But (7.5) will follow from (7.10) below, when we establish it,
=*((xy+1)2&x(xy+1)) g([x, y])((xy+1)2&x(xy+1)&1) f ([xy]),
(7.10)
and the worst case in (7.10) reads
=*(1&((xy+1)2&x(xy+1))&1) exp(&s[x, y]). (7.11)
In view of the definition =*=Min[e&1, e&s], it will suffice to establish
(7.11) for s1. Now [x, y]1, so (7.11) holds for s1, provided only
that it hold for s=1, and in that case (7.11) reduces to (7.9) which has
already been established. K
For the moment, let us now fix s and A and write g for gs, A , W for Ws ,
* for *(s, A), =*=Min[e&s, e&1] still, and put K=*&2(s, A) L2s, A . Since
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g12sg and since K maps positive functions on [0, 1] to other such
functions, for all r1 we have
gKr12sg. (7.12)
By Lemma 7, though, for f # W, K( f&=* f (0) g) # W. Thus if f0 # W, and
if
fr+1 :=Kfr&=*fr(0) g, (7.13)
then
Krf0=\=* :
r&1
i=0
fi (0)+ g+fr (7.14)
and (the important point!) fr # W. Thus i=0 fi (0) is absolutely con-
vergent to some total which we denote by C=C(g, s, A). Equivalently,
lim
\r  
Krf0=C(g, f0 , s, A) g(t) for f0 # W, (7.15)
and for f0#1 in particular.
Up until now, we could not say that the g=gs, A of Lemma 5 was unique.
But in view of (7.15) and since by its construction g(0)=1, it must be.
Moreover, the C in (7.15) does not, after all, depend on g, there being no
choice of g’s. That is,
lim
r  
Krf0=C( f0 , s, A) gs, A(t). (7.16)
In view of (7.12), clearly we have (with C(s, A)=C(1, s, A)),
1C(s, A)2s. (7.17)
Now & fr&12 fr(0) in (7.14), so (7.16) also holds in the sense that
lim
r  
& fr&C( f0 , s, A) gs, A&1=0. (7.18)
Actually, more is true. The next lemma elaborates on (7.18).
Lemma 8. For all N2, all A with 2|A|N and max(A)2N, all
s # CN(A), and all r1,
&Krf0&C( f0 , s, A) gs, A&120( 2930)
r f0(0).
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Proof. From (7.16) and (7.14), we have for f0 # W
lim
r  
Krf0=\=* :

i=0
,i ( f0)+ g, (7.19)
where ,i( f0) :=fi(0) for fi corresponding to the given f0 in the recursion
(7.13). Now fix f0 and let Pf :=limr   Krf. Since Kg=g, clearly P is a
projection of W onto the multiples of g. Next, let Qr f0 :=Pf0&Krf0 . Then
for all r1,
Qr+1 f0=fr&fr+1&=*,r( f0) g. (7.20)
Let p( f) :=Pf (0)==* i=0 ,i ( f ), let $r :=p( fr) for fr corresponding to f0 ,
and let ,r :=,r( f0) for that f0 . Then (fixing f0)
$r+1=$r&=*,r . (7.21)
Now fr(t)fr(0)(1+t)s fr(0) g(t)2s,rg(t). Hence, p( fr)p(2s,r g)
=2s,r . Thus,
$r+1(1&2&s=*) $r=(1&=1) $r , (7.22)
say, where =1 :=2&s=*=min[(2e)&s, 2&se&1]. But $0=\( f0)2sf0(0), so
$r2s(1&=1)r f0(0). (7.23)
Since fr(t)2&sfr(0)2&sfr(0) g(t), p( fr)2&sfr(0). Moreover, & fr&1
fr(0)(2&2&s), so fr(0)(2&2&s)&1& fr&1 . Hence,
(2s+1&1) $r& fr&1 (7.24)
and so
Kr1=p( f0) g&$r g&fr , (7.25)
with & fr&1(2s+1&1) 2s(1&=1)r f0(0) and 0$r2s(1&=1)s f0(0).
Since &g&12&2&s, it now follows that
&Krf0&p( f0) g&1(2s+2+2s+1&2s&1)(1&=1)r f0(0). (7.26)
Taking the worst case s=2 on the right, and rounding up a bit, gives
Lemma 8. In particular,
&Kr1&C(s, A) gs, A&120( 2930)
r. (7.27)
In connection with Lemma 8, note that for f # W,
0<C( f, s, A)4& f &1 , (7.28)
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since f (t)f (0)2sg(t) f (0)2s g(t)& f &1 and since if ff~ then
C( f, s, A)C( f~, s, A).
A little trick gives the following corollary to Lemma 8.
Corollary. L2rs, A((2t&1)
k)=Ck *2r(s, A) gs,A(t)+E(s, A, k, r, t), with
0<Ck4 and &E(s, A, k, r, t)&1R(ks&2*2r(s, A)(2930)r).
Proof. Apply Lemma 8 to the functions (2t&1)k+16s&2k&4s&1kt
and 16s&2k&4s&1kt, both of the which are in Ws .
Lemma 9. For f # F3 , there exists CVf # R such that
L2rs, A f (t)=Cf *
2r(s, A) gs, A(t)+E( f, s, r, A)(t),
with &E( f, s, r, A)&1Rs&2( 2930)r& f &3 .
Proof. Let f=k=0 ak(2t&1)
k. Then in the notation of Lemma 8 and
its corollary, somewhat abbreviated by suppressing subscripts s and A,
L2rs, A f= :

k=0
Ckak *2rg(t)+*2r :

k=0
akEk(t).
Since k=0 |ak| is convergent and |Ck|4, the first sum is convergent. By
Lemma 8, though,
" :

k=0
ak Ek"1Rs&2 :

k=0
kak*2rR& f &3 s&2*2r. K
From all of this, it will be clear that for s # CN (A), a goodly body of
information is available concerning the asymptotic behavior of
*&r(s, A)Lrs, A 1. The next section looks into this more closely.
8. The matrix of Lrs, A and L
r
s, A1.
Suppose 2|A|N, max(A)2N, and s # CN (A). Recall that #hl (r) is
the (2t&1)h coefficient in the series expansion of Lrs, A (2t&1)
l and the (h, l)
entry in the infinite matrix Grs, A . Let a
r
h=a
r
h(s, A) denote the (2t&1)
h coef-
ficient of L2rs, A 1. Equivalently, a
r
h=(G
2r
s, A1)h is the h entry of G
2r
s, A1. (Here,
1 denotes either the function identically 1, or the sequence (1, 0, 0, 0, ...)
depending on the context.)
Let ar denote the vector (ar0 , a
r
1 , a
r
2 , ...). Our first item is a bound on |a
r
h|.
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Lemma 10. For h, r0 and s # CN (A),
|arh(s, A)|2(1+h)3
&h*2r(s, A).
Proof. By definition, and with 8: (F, & &3)  (F, & &4) as in Section 2,
ar=8L2rs, A1=8 :
v # VA(2r)
(v) &s (1+[v] t)&s, (8.1)
so that
arh=
1
(&2)hh!
`
h&1
q=0
(s+q) :
v # VA(2r)
(v) &s [v]h(1+[v]2)&s&h. (8.2)
Now (h!)&1 >h&1q=0 (s+q)h+1, so
|arh|(h+1)2
&h :
v # VA(2r)
(v) &s [v]h (1+[v]2)&s&h
(h+1)2&h \32+
&h
:
v # VA(2r)
(v) &s (1+[v]2)&s
(h+1)3&h :
v # VA(2r)
(v) &s (1+[v]2)&s \gs, A \_v+12&+<gs, A(1)+ ,
(8.3)
where [v+ 12]=[v1 , v2 , ..., v2r+
1
2]=[v1 , v2 , ..., v2r , 2]. By (6.15), the last
sum in (8.3) is equal to *2r(s, A) gs,A(12)gs, A(1). Thus (what is equivalent
to Lemma 10)
|arh|(h+1)3
&h(43)s*2r(s, A)(h+1)3&h } 2*2r(s, A). K (8.4)
Now let GM=GM, s, A be the matrix got from Gs, A by setting to zero all
entries #hl for which h or l>M. Recall that from (2.13),
|#hl (2r)|2s&h :
v # VA(2r)
(v) &s. (8.5)
But again from (6.15), this gives
|#hl (2r)|22s&h :
v # VA(2r)
(v) &sg([v])=22s&h*2r(s, A). (8.6)
Thus, in particular,
|#hl (2)|22s&h*2(s, A). (8.7)
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Remark. Since we do not yet know anything about how, or whether,
the missing entries in Gs, A decrease as l  , we shall have to be careful
in estimating the consequences to G2rs, A 1 of truncation to the range h, lM.
The main remaining step in the justification of the algorithm is the estima-
tion of G2rs, A1&G
2r
M, s, A1 for suitably chosen r.
Let EM now denote a new object,
EM=EM, s, A :=G2s, A&G
2
M, s, A . (8.8)
Let ehl be the (h, l) entry of EM , so that ehl=0 if h, lM. We claim that
for h, r0,
|(EMar)h|23&(12)h&(12)M*2r(s, A). (8.9)
Proof. We have
|(EM ar)h|= } :

l=0
ehlarh } :

l=0
|ehl | 2(l+1)3&l*2r(s, A)
2*2r(s, A) :

l=0
(l+1)3&l |ehl |. (8.10)
Now if hM, this last sum is l=M+1 (l+1) 3
&lM } 3&M, and
2M } 3&M<23&(12)h&(12)M. If, on the other hand, h>M, then the sum on
the right in (8.10) satisfies
:

l=0
(l+1)3&l |ehl | :

l=0
(l+1)3&l21&h=\92+ 2&h22&(12)h&(12)M. K
(8.11)
Now consider an arbitrary infinite matrix H=(Hhl , h, l0) satisfying
|Hhl |22s&h. (For instance, (*&1E ) or (*&1G)2). If b=(b0 , b1 , b2 , ...)
satisfies |bh|Cb } 2&h2, then on taking the worst case and noting
:

l=0
2&l2<4,
we see that
|(Hb)h|(22s+2Cb) } 2&h2. (8.12)
Now consider the vectors
brM :=(G
2&EM)r a0 with entries (brM)h=((G
2&EM)r a0)h . (8.13)
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(Here a0 is just the vector (1, 0, 0, ...), which is what the definition at the
top of this section for ar reduces to when r=0. There is an implicit
dependence on s and A throughout, and it is assumed that s # CN (A) for
some N with 2|A|N, max(A)2N.) We are going on the hope that the
truncation effected by subtracting EM will not much alter ar. That is, we
hope brrar. To make this concrete, we need a bound on &brM&ar&2=
i=0 |b
r
Mi&a
r
i |.
If we expand the ‘‘product’’ (G&EM)r a0 in (8.13), it reads
brM= :
r
i=0
(&1) i :
|I |=i
I[1,2, ..., r],
`
r
j=1
Hj (I ) a0, (8.14)
where
Hj (I ) :={EMG2
if j # I
if j  I.
The main term in (9.14), corresponding to i=0, is just ar. A typical term
from what remains has the form
term=\`
p
i=1
Hi+ EMG2qa0, (8.15)
with 0qr&1, p=r&q&1, and each Hi=G2 or EM . From (8.9), it
now follows that
|(EG2qa0)h|23&(12)h&(12)M*2q(s, A). (8.16)
Thus (EG2qa0) satisfies the hypothesis of (8.12) with C=23&(12)M*2q(s, A).
Hence,
}\`
p
i=1
HiEG2qa0+h }2(2s+2)p+3&(12)M&(12)h*2q(s, A). (8.17)
Hence in (8.14), the inner sum has absolute value ( ri ) 2
(2s+2)r&(12)M&(12)h,
so that
|brMh&a
r
h|2
(2s+3)r&(12)M&(12)h. (8.18)
In particular, there exists %, &1%1, so that
ar0=b
r
M, 0+% } 2
(2s+3)r&(12)M. (8.19)
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Now let E $ be an arbitrary (infinite) matrix (e$hl), h0, l0, satisfying
(i) e$hl=0 for h>M or l>M
(ii) |e$hl |2&M for 0h, lM. (8.20)
Remark. E $ represents the difference between the exact value of GM and
the value we calculate, as in Section 4, which is a binary decimal
approximation guaranteed correct to within \2&M in each entry. For this
perturbation, we calculate
(GM+E $)r a0&GrMa
0= :
r
i=1
:
|I |=i
I[1, 2, ..., r]
`
r
j=1
H $j a0=;(r, E $), (8.21)
say, where
H $j={GME $
if j  I
if j # I.
Now let b$rM :=b
r
M+;(r, E $). In view of the bound |#hl|2
2s&h, clearly
:
M
h=0 }\ `
r
j=1
H$ja0+h} :
M
h=0 \`
r
j=1
H j a0+h , (8.22)
where
(H j )hl :={2
&M
22s&h
if j # I
if j  I.
But then,
:
M
h=0 \`
r
j=1
H ja0+h(1+M) i 2&Mi+(r&i)(2s+1) \
r
i+ . (8.23)
This is because the product of several H j’s with an initial vector Y, defined
by yh=2&h so that yha0h , always has either the form cX or cY, where X
is given by xh=1 for 0hM, xh=0 for h>M. Each new factor H j
converts
cY to 22s+1c(X or Y ),
cX to (1+M) 2&Mc(X or Y).
There are as many (cX) cases as there are j # I with 0j<r and as many
(cY) cases as there are j  I with 0j<r. From (8.23), though, and for
large M (say Mr),
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:
M
h=0
|;(r, E $)h| :
r
i=1 \
r
i+ (1+M) i 2&Mi+(r&i)(2s+1)
2&M(1+M) 2r+(r&1)(2s&1)26r&M. (8.24)
In particular,
|;(r, E $)0|M } 26r&M. (8.25)
Together with (8.19), this gives
ar0=b$
r
M, 0+%12
7r&(12)M+%2M } 26r&M
=b$rM, 0+%32
8r&(12)M with |%i |1. (8.26)
This last estimate is concrete, and it directly relates the abstract world of
collapsing vector spaces and powers of Ls, A to things explicitly computable
in polynomial time. It remains only to gather the harvest.
9. Consequences and Conclusions
At this point we have the following estimates for (G2ra0)0=ar0=xr , say,
and for ((G2M+E $)
r a0)0=(b$rM)0=yr , say:
|xr&yr|28r&(12)M (from (8.26)) (9.1)
|xr&C*2r(s, A) gs,A ( 12)|20 (
29
30)
r*2r(s, A) (9.2)
(from Lemma 8, with C=C(s, A)=C(1, s, A).)
From these, it follows that for s satisfying 13*
2(s, A)3 (and any s not
satisfying this will have been screened out by preliminary calculations) and
for rM,
|yr+1&yr&C(*2(s, A)&1) *2r(s, A) gs, A(12)|
40(2930)r *2r(s, A)+28r&M2. (9.3)
Thus since C 14 and
1
3<gs, A(
1
2)<1, for sufficiently large r, and Mr,
(yr+1&yr)yr=*2(s, A)&1+O((2930)r+210r&(12)M). (9.4)
The implicit constant is explicitly computable. It depends on the choice
made for r in relation to M. We choose r>30 log 960 and M=21r. Then
on chasing down the details in (9.1)(9.4), it turns out that the implicit
constant can be taken to be 1440.
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Remark. In practice, the algorithm seems to work much better than
this, giving more than 3M binary decimal places accuracy from an
(M+1)_(M+1) matrix. There is no particular point, then, in being fussy
about the constants occurring in the theoretical worst case analysis here.
There is an interesting analogous problem in which polynomials with coef-
ficients in a fixed finite field take the place of integers. See [8].
With M=21r, (9.4) boils down to
(yr+1&yr)yr=*2(s, A)&1+2000 %((2930)r), |%|1. (9.5)
If now we choose
M=213+21[(N log 2+log 2000)log(3029)] (and r=M21), (9.6)
then from (9.5) it follows that
|(yr+1&yr)yr&(*2(s, A)&1)|2&N&10. (9.7)
Since from (1.7)(iv), |2*2s|> 14 for all changes in s, inequality (9.7) will
sort s into one of the categories
*(s, A)<1, |s&s0(A)|<2&N, *(s, A)>1. (9.8)
This is what we want. With a little rounding up, it reads:
If M13970+430N and is divisible by 21 and if
r=M21, then |(yr+1yr)&*2(s, A)|2&N&10. (9.9)
Here yr is the constant coefficient in our approximate evaluation of L2rs, A1
by means of the matrix G 2$M, s,A=G
2
M, s,A+E$, a truncation to h, lM of
G 2s,A calculated to within \2
&M in each entry. As we have seen, the
workload, in elementary bit operations, involved in generating G2$M, s, A is
O(M6), or, since M=O(N), O(N6). Together with a binary chop, this gives
the main result.
Theorem 3. The evaluation of dim (EA), for a finite set A of positive
integrs with 2|A|N and with maxk # A k2N, to an accuracy of \2&N,
can be accomplished in O(N7) elementary bit operations.
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